
ICT smartPerform

You have just 
discovered 
the future 
of presenting!
Intuitive. Flexible. Impressive.
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Interactive Multi-touch Video Wall 
implemented with ICT smartPerform

Innovative information and presentation 
furniture with smartPerform

Hundreds of thousands of presentations are made every day around the world.

Customers, visitors, employees, and spectators need to be informed; messages and 

content need to be communicated. However, in the age of multi-media, iPad and 

Social Media it is no longer sufficient to trot out your contents in a series of standard 

slides. If you want to inform with a lasting impression, you have to surprise, 

enthuse and entertain.

Welcome to ICT smartPerform.

to make a difference, 

You must be different.
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Product Presentation

smartPerform is the new way of presenting; innovative software, with which you can 

create multi-media and interactive presentations in no time at all. Without previous 

technical knowledge, without tedious formatting and without spending a lot of time 

you can use smartPerform to integrate your contents intuitively to create 

a breathtaking presentation.
In doing so, it does not matter which data formats you use: smartPerform unites 

all contents – from PowerPoint and Excel to videos, images and websites as well as 

PDFs and Flash-Applications – per Drag & Drop in a multi-format presentation 

interface. Just like an iPad, you can control the presentation simply by finger-tip and 

gestures and even change the sequence of the presentation dynamically at any time.

success within a few minutes!
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Simplicity

Time saving

Drag & Drop

Format 
variety 1. Import contents via Drag & Drop

2. Set the 
 storyline

3. Showtime

1, 2, showtime! 

ICT smartPerform



ICT smartPerform

As well as the unlimited variety of formats, smartPerform provides you with every 

possibility for output devices. Thanks to the unique flexibility, you can now 

communicate your contents and information effortlessly on lap-tops, Tablet-PCs, 

mobile end devices, Multi-touch Tables, interactive screens, or large format Video Walls.

In this way, your contents do not only come across quickly, sustainably and above all 

enthusiastically in conference rooms, but also at trade fairs, exhibitions, at Point-of-

Sales, in showrooms or in TV-Studios.

now Your contents 

look good everYwhere.
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Consultation islands with smartPerform 
distributed at a booth

Interactive presentation in TV-Studio

Interactive presentation and discussion 
with smartPerform

smartPerform trade fair application 
on a Multi-touch Table

smartPerform conference room application Flexible output devices for smartPerform 
such as iPad or Multi-touch Screens
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the advantages 
of smartperform 
are obvious.
1.  Simple creation of breathtaking, multi-media presentations
2.  Full variety of formats – from PowerPoint and Excel to videos, images and websites 
 as well as PDFs and Flash-Applications
3.  Innovative touch and gesture control
4.  Unique flexibility due to various output possibilities

Contact: info@smartperform.de
www.smartperform.de
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